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iMovie 6 & IDVD : The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
While the last version of iMovie gave moviemakers the ability  to capture and edit widescreen High Definition Video (HDV) from the new  generation of camcorders, iMovie 6 is all about the ease of moviemaking itself.  iMovie 6 includes five professionally designed themes with backgrounds, motion  graphics, titles, and effects that...
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Access 2007 VBA Bible: For Data-Centric Microsoft Office ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Learn how to tap the full potential of Access 2007 Transfer Access data seamlessly between Microsoft Office applications—and that's just for starters. In this all-new, comprehensive guide by well-known Access expert Helen Feddema, you’ll learn to write Visual Basic code that automates Access database tasks, creates standalone...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you’ve been photographing digitally for any length of time, you have probably been seduced by the easy way you can continue pressing the shutter release and seeing your work pop up on your camera’s view screen. All goes well as you download memory card after memory card into your computer. After a number of months or even years go...
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Building Telephony Systems with OpenSIPS 1.6Packt Publishing, 2010
SIP is the most important VoIP protocol and OpenSIPS is clearly the open source leader in VoIP platforms based on pure SIP. The whole telecommunication industry is changing to an IP environment, and telephony in the way we know today will disappear in less than ten years. SIP is the protocol leading this disruptive revolution and it is one of...
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Python Forensics: A workbench for inventing and sharing digital forensic technologySyngress Publishing, 2014

	Python Forensics provides many never-before-published proven forensic modules, libraries, and solutions that can be used right out of the box. In addition, detailed instruction and documentation provided with the code samples will allow even novice Python programmers to add their own unique twists or use the models presented to build...
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Ansible Configuration ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Configuring your Linux infrastructure using Ansible is made logical and highly accessible when you follow this step-by-step tutorial. Combining a clear overview with the deeper details, it gives a solid grounding to managing your systems.


	Overview

	
		Starts with the most simple usage of Ansible and builds on...
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Pro iPhone Development with Swift 4: Design and Manage Top Quality AppsApress, 2018

	
		Acquire and master the information required to take you to the next level beyond basic iPhone development using Swift. 

	
		In this follow up work to the best selling Beginning iPhone Development with Swift, you’ll learn how to improve your apps by managing the performance of your programs using...
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Wireless Security and Privacy: Best Practices and Design TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2002
The trick to sound security is to begin early, know your threats,... design for  security, and subject your design to thorough objective risk analyses and  testing. This book will help."—From the Foreword by Gary McGraw, CTO of Cigital,  and coauthor of Building Secure...
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RT EssentialsO'Reilly, 2005
In a typical organization, there's always plenty that to do  such as: pay vendors, invoice customers, answer customer inquiries, and fix bugs  in hardware or software. You need to know who wants what and keep track of what  is left to do.

This is where a ticketing system comes in. A ticketing  system...
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Analysis of Numerical MethodsDover Publications, 1994
Excellent advanced-undergraduate and graduate text covers norms, numerical solution of linear systems and matrix factoring, iterative solutions of nonlinear equations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, polynomial approximation and more. Careful analysis and stress on techniques for developing new methods. Features examples and problems. 1966 edition....
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Drupal 6 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2009
Build a social or community web site, with friends lists, groups, custom user profiles, and much more
	Step-by-step instructions for putting together a social networking site with Drupal 6
	Customize your Drupal installation with modules and themes to match the needs of almost any social networking site

...
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Netbooks: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
Netbooks are the hot new thing in PCs -- small, inexpensive laptops designed for web browsing, email, and working with web-based programs. But chances are you don't know how to choose a netbook, let alone use one. Not to worry: with this Missing Manual, you'll learn which netbook is right for you and how to set it up and use it for everything from...
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